
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS 

TO THE 

HEBREW ANNUAL REVIEW 

I. The Hebrew Annual Review is a journal of studies in the areas of 
Hebrew Language, Hebrew Literature, and Methodology of Teaching He
brew. Articles submitted to HAR must deal with these areas from a linguistic 
or literary point of view, rather than from an archaeological, historical, or 
religious perspective. 

2. All material submitted for publication in HAR is expected to confonn 
to the requirements of these instructions. If it departs from them in major 
ways, the MS may be returned to the author for retyping. It is assumed that 
submitted MSS are in final form. 

3. Three copies of each MS should be submitted to the editor. The 
author should certify that the article has not been and is not being submitted to 
some other journal. Articles that have appeared in other languages should not 
be submitted in an English version to HAR. 

4. All MSS should be accompanied by an abstract of 100- 150 words 
which summarizes the main conclusions of the paper, and which will be typed 
at the beginning of each article. 

5. All contributions to HAR must be in good standard English, and the 
American style of spelling is to be used. 

6. The MS must be typewritten, on one side of the sheet only, on white 
paper of good quality, and on standard size paper (81h x l l inches, or 21 Yz x 
28 ems). Do not use legal size paper or paper with a surface glazed for easy 
erasures. Typewriters with italic characters only or with small caps only 
should not be used. 

7. All lines must be double-spaced, including those of footnOLcs and 
indented quotations. 

8. Ample margins of at least l ~ inches are to be left on all edges of the 
page. 

9. Quotations in any language of five or more typewritten lines should 
be printed as a separate, indented paragraph (without opening and closing 
quotation marks). The same applies to poetry quotations of two verses or 
more. 
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IO. In articles or critical notes discussing verses, the author should pro
vide the reader with the text of the verse. 

I I. Respect for accuracy in verbatim quotations demands that the spell
ing, capitalization, punctuation, and abbreviations of the original publication 
be reproduced exactly, even if they differ from the HAR style. Should the 
quotation contain an error, this may be indicated by [sic] or [?J. 

12. When Hebrew citations or examples are given in the body of the 
article, use the following guidelines: (a) Whenever possible, use either 
phonemic or phonetic transcription or transliteration, as the case may require; 
(b) If use of Hebrew characters is a must, avoid using punctuation, if possible; 
(c) Use the vocalized Hebrew form only if the argument calls for it. 

13. Whenever possible, non-transcribed and non-transliterated Hebrew 
words should be typewritten. If a Hebrew typewriter is not available, the 
author should write the words clearly and carefully in ink. 

14. Hebrew words, whether given in Hebrew characters or not, should 
normally be accompanied by English translations, set in single quotation 
marks, at least at their first occurrence in the discussion. For example: 
sulhiln 'table.' 

15. Words to be printed in italics are to be underlined once (e.g., titles of 
books and periodicals, transliterations, foreign words). 

16. Titles of biblical books are not to be italicized. Use the abbreviations 
for them (without punctuation), only when chapter and verse references fol
low. Thus: Gen 1 :2; Exod 3:4-8, II, 13. But "in Exodus 2 we find ... "The 
colon should also be used in referring to the Mishnah (e.g., Mishnah, Sanhed
rin, 2:4). Such references should ordinarily be included in the text itself, 
enclosed in parentheses. A footnote may be used for them only when they are 
numerous. Titles of tractates of the Mishnah should not be abbreviated. 

17. Footnotes should be numbered consecutively, gathered at the end of 
the MS, and titled NOTES. Raised arabic numerals should follow the appro
priate word in the text (and its punctuation, if any) to call attention to the note. 

18. The footnotes at the end of the MS should be followed by a biblio
graphic list of all the works referred to in the body of the article and in the 
footnotes. This list should be titled BIBLIOGRAPHY, typed with double 
spacing, and conform to the method used in the following examples: 

Bach, E. I 964. An Introduction to Transformational Grammars. New York. 
___ .1967. "Have and Be in English Syntax." Language 43:462-485. 
Blau, J. 1961. "Kivvunim upa' ayot bamehqar hattahbir" Lafonenu 

25:96-110. 
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Chomsky, N. 1966a. Cartesian Linguistics. New York. 
---· 1966b. "Topics in the Theory of Generative Grammar." Current 

Trends in Linguistics III, pp. 1-60. Ed. T. E. Sebeok. The Hague. 

19. Whenever possible, bibliographic references should be given within 
the body of the article rather than in a footnote. This should be done in the 
following manner: 

"Levy-Brohl (1916, p. 99) gives a persuasive example of this situ
ation ... " 

"From what I understand of Smith's account (l962a, pp. 47-48) ... " 

Bibliographic references may be given in a footnote only if they are numerous 
or if the footnote contains, in addition to the bibliographic reference, some 
other comments related to the issue in question. For example: 

28. This last situation is sometimes described by saying that nouns are 'mflected for pt:f,;(lnS' (see Mansey. 
1969. p. 468). Frei (1939. p. 188) suggested that . 

20. Titles of Hebrew books or articles should be transliterated, and need 
not be translated. 

21. Titles of periodicals, reference works, and serials should be given in 
full, rather than in their abbreviated form. Thus: 

Mann, T. W. 1971. "The Pillar of Cloud in the Red Sea Narrative." Journal 
of Biblical Literature 90: 15-30. 

22. In the case of reprinted volumes, the date of the original publication is 
preferred. 

23. For transliteration use the following method: 

A. Consonants: 

I( h n 
b :;:i ·' ~ 

b orl; :l y 
g !I k j 

g or 8 ,, k or~ j 

d "f I ' d or<}. 'T m ~ 

h :i ti l 
v orw s c 
::: :Ii 
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p 9 s iv 
p orp ~ s 1V 
c ors I ,., 
q i' t orJ .n 
r , 

Notes: 

(a) Dage5 forte is shown by doubling the consonant (e.g., hammele/s). 
(b) Mappfq is indicated by h (e.g. malkah). 
(c) The spirant form of b, g, d, k, p, t may or may not be indicated in 

non-Modem Hebrew citations. 
(d) In transliterating citations from Modem Hebrew, indicate the spirant form 

only for b, k, p., unless the argument also calls for the spirant forms of g, 
d, t. 

(e) Whenever a choice exists (e.g., w or v, s or c, b or /;J, etc.), select the 
symbol(s) which better serve(s) your needs. However, once you have 
made a choice, be consistent in its use. 

(f) The following symbols may be used to designate Proto-Semitic conson
ants that merged in Hebrew: 
O[>s], t'S[>z], g[>'], b[>h], ~[>s], O[>s]. 

B. Vowels: 

a ~ -e (or -eh) :'!~-
a (or a') N~ e ~ 

-a (or -ah) :i~- x 
-ah :1~- 'X: 
-aw (or -ayw) i•x- 0 ·x 

T 

a ;'( o or(o') tex 
-ah :'l;ic- o (oroh) :ix-
a furtive patah or ~ 0 ix 
e ~ 0 (qa.tan) '$ 
e ·~ 0 'ii 
e (ore') N~ u ~ 

-e (or -eh) :i~- u ~x 

e ~ a '$ 
e (or ey) ·~ 
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Notes: 

(a) In transliterating citations from Modem Hebrew the author may use only 
the vowels a, e, i, o, u, ;), if, by so doing, his/her argument can still be 
adequately made. 

(b) Stress is usually not indicated. If really needed, use the acute for the 
primary and the grave for the secondary stress. 

24. Use the following list of abbrevations of the names of the biblical 
books: 

Gen Isa Nab Ruth 
Exod Jer Hab Cant 
Lev Ezek Zeph Eccl 
Num Hos Hag Lam 
Deut Joel Zech Es th 
Josh Amos Mal Dan 
Judg Ob ad Ps Ezra 
1-2 Sam Jonah Job Neh 
1-2 Kgs Mic Prov 1-2 Chr 

25. HAR is issued once a year. MSS may be submitted after September l 
and should be postmarked no later than February l for consideration for the 
following volume. 

26. All MSS should be sent to: The Editor; Hebrew Annual Review: The 
Ohio State University; Department of Judaic and Near Eastern Languages and 
Literatures; 1841 Millikin Road; Columbus, Ohio 43210; U.S.A. 



From Texas Tech Press 

Helios-A journal of classics and comparalive studies. 
Published twice annually by Texas Tech Press. Sub
scription $9.00 to individuals. $12.00 to institutions
foreign add $3.00. 

Editor-Theodore M. Klein, Department of Classical and 
Romance Languages, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, 
Texas 79409. 

forth<oming iHues 1nr:fude 
• The Birth of the l)'nc Self: From feminine to Masculine, Eric Cam 
• rhe Ca!ttrated le,t: The Hermaphrodite as Modet of Parody in Ovid 

and Beaumont, Julie Ann lepick 
• Ar.~tophane!. and the Necromancy of Socrates, Cad Ruck 
• The Beauty of Flora and rhe Beauty of Sar;;i1, Sha]'E" J D. Cohen 
• Reading Homeric Bird Signs, Rebecca Bushnell 
• Textuality in the Talmud·1c Tradition, Jose f,wr 
• Borges' Howe of Astenon and the Myth of the Minotaur. 8<1rbar.:i 

Gold 

n.s. 110lume eight. number 1. 1980-61 

CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY IN TWENTIETH
CENTt:R\' THOUGHT AND LITERATURE. 
Edited by Wendell M. Aycock and Theodore M. 
Klein. Proceedings Comparative Literature Sym
posium, Texas Tech University, vol. 11, 235 pp., 
ISBN 0-69672-079-9, $12.00, paper. 

Cont ems 
• Some Modern Greek Re~ponses to "The Glory that was 

Greece," Peter A Bien 
• The P'!>ychology of Mantic Art in Greek Mythology. Richard 

Caldwell 
• Mythical Symbol~ of the Dissolution and Recons.titution of the 

Self in Twe011eth~Century literature, Lilli.in Feder 
• Greek Mythology in Modern Science Fiction: V1!.ion and 

Cogmlion, Sigmund Cuey frederkks 
• Shakes.peare's Theory of Mythology, Rene Girard 
• Myth,Songand Their 1n the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, Theo~ 

dore M. Klein 
• The Mythic Component in Oral Traditional Eplc: Its Origins 

and Significance, Albert B. l.ord 
• The Language of Myth. Pietro Pucci 
• Orpheus and Per<.>ephone: Uses and Meanings, John 

Vickery 
• T. S. Eliot and the Classical Tradition, Evereu A Gillis 

Texas Tech Press, Sales Office, Texas Tech University library, Lubbock, Texas 79409, U.S.A. 




